Electron Microscope Detection of 5-Methylcytosine on DNA and RNA.
5-Methylcytosine is the major epigenetic modification occurring on DNA. It is known to be involved not only in gene expression regulation but also in the control of chromatin structure. However, this modification is also found on different types of RNA, including mRNA. Generally, biomolecular techniques are applied for studying the epigenetic profile of nucleic acids. Here, we describe the ultrastructural detection of 5-methylcytosine as an unusual approach to localize this modification on chromatin regions and/or RNA single molecules. This tool requires a careful sample preparation to preserve antigen epitopes that will be revealed immunocytochemically by a specific anti-5-methylcytosine antibody. The multiple staining procedures that can be adopted allow the identification of both DNA or RNA. A semiquantitative analysis can also be carried out.